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NorthPoint Cabinetry boasts a wide array of high-quality cabinet combinations allowing you  
to design the perfect kitchen or bath that works for your family’s lifestyle. Make the kitchen or 
bath high-functioning and stunningly beautiful by adding Hardware Resources’ vast selection  
of cabinet organizers, LED cabinet lighting, and knobs and pulls.

NorthPoint Cabinetry is an industry-leading brand of Dimora Brands, which also includes  
Top Knobs, Atlas Homewares, Watermark Designs, Water Street Brass, Vesta Fine Hardware,  
Task Lighting, Jeffrey Alexander, Elements, and Hardware Resources. As such, you can expect 
high-quality products, fast delivery, and excellent customer service.

4319 Marlena Street, Bossier City, LA 71111

Connect with us on Social Media:



Cabinets: Maui Polar White
Island: Maui Espresso
Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Zane Collection in Satin Nickel 1  



Our Collections

Door Styles: Catalina, Maui

PREMIER 
Collection
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The Premier Collection features elegant upgrades like soft-close doors and drawers.

Pages 12 – 27

Ultraviolet Coated  
Natural Interior

6-Way Adjustable 
Soft-close  
Concealed Hinges

5-Piece Shaker  
Door and Drawer Fronts

Matching Exterior 
End Panels

Full Extension  
Undermount Soft-close 
Drawer Slides

Framed Cabinet 
with Full-overlay  
Doors and Drawers

• 3/4" Solid Wood Face Frame 
• 1/2" Plywood Cabinet Construction 
• Premium 100% Water-based Finishes
• 5-year Limited Lifetime Warranty



• 3/4" Solid Wood Face Frame 
• 1/2" Plywood Cabinet Construction 
• Premium 100% Water-based Finishes
• 1-year Limited Lifetime Warranty

Door Style: Hatteras

ESSENTIALS 
Collection Pages 28 – 33

The Essentials Collection delivers on style at an impressive value.

Ultraviolet Coated  
Natural Interior

6-Way Adjustable 
Self-close  
Concealed Hinges

Slab Drawer Fronts

Matching Exterior 
End Panels

Undermount Self-closing 
Epoxy Drawer Slides

Framed Cabinet 
with Partial-overlay  
Doors and Drawers

5-Piece Shaker Door



Your choice of cabinetry makes a personality-defining statement in the home. Selecting the 
right cabinets is an important first step because your cabinets should be just as functional on 
the inside as they are beautiful on the outside. We believe that cabinets should withstand the 
demands of daily use, and maintain their integrity throughout their lifetime. 

That’s why quality comes first at NorthPoint Cabinetry. Every detail is carefully considered to 
ensure our cabinets not only meet our high-quality standards, but yours as well. Our commitment 
to quality combined with our on-trend finishes, door styles and product depth and breadth are 
what make NorthPoint Cabinetry the perfect choice for your project.

It Starts with  
Quality Wood
Just as a healthy tree needs  
strong roots to thrive, so too  
does a quality cabinet require 
premium lumber at its core.  
Our cabinets feature a solid  
wood construction, so the quality  
of wood is of utmost importance. 

The wood used in NorthPoint 
cabinets is thoroughly tested and 
inspected before manufacturing 
begins, ensuring that the quality  
of the most important component  
of the cabinet, the wood, reflects 
our belief that quality products  
start with quality components.
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Quality Comes First



Thoughtful 
Craftsmanship
Boasting an innovative dovetail 
and pocket screw construction, 
these cleverly constructed 
cabinets result in robust quality 
and quick, accurate assembly.

Structural 
Integrity
Meaningful yet hidden reinforcements, 
like solid wood corner blocks and 
strategically placed pocket screws,  
help reinforce the structural integrity 
of the cabinet. Take comfort that these 
well-constructed cabinets will stand  
the test of time.
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Premium  
Drawer Boxes
Dovetail joinery is the hallmark  
of high-quality drawer boxes.  
The finished interior of the drawer 
boxes coupled with the dovetail 
construction, and silky-smooth 
concealed slides make this drawer 
box the star of the show.

Pretty on the 
Inside Too
NorthPoint cabinets feature  
a clean and beautifully  
finished birch interior that 
enhances the cabinet’s 
luxurious, high-quality appeal.



Hardworking 
Hardware
Our cabinets feature discreet 
compact hinges and concealed 
undermount slides. The hinges & 
slides have been 3rd party tested 
and exceed industry standards.  
The Premier collection (shown) 
features full extension slides so  
that you can easily access and  
make use of the whole drawer.

Sturdy Shelves
NorthPoint Cabinetry shelves are 
constructed from an impressive  
¾” thick, veneered plywood.  
This means that you don’t have  
to worry about shelves sagging 
under pressure of normal use.  
The shelves are also adjustable  
so that you can optimize storage 
space for your needs.
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Expert Finishing

Premium Multi-Step Process
• The finest wood components are sanded  

with precision 

• A balanced base coat is applied to ensure  
a consistent, quality finish

• First stage ultraviolet (UV) curing process occurs

• The wood is finely sanded and vacuumed 

• A tinted primer is applied as a foundation for  
our superior finish*

• Second stage (UV) curing 

• The wood is finely sanded and vacuumed 

• The solid paint layer is evenly applied 

• Third stage (UV) curing 

• The wood is finely sanded and vacuumed 

• First layer of water based clear coat is applied

• The components go through the dryer to prepare  
for final processing

• The wood is finely sanded and vacuumed

• Second layer of water-based clear coat is applied

• The components go through the dryer once again

• Final sanding for a smooth surface and vacuumed  
for a thorough cleaning

• A final layer of topcoat is evenly applied

• Oven cured for catalyzed hardened finish

• Visual inspection with a color consistency  
examination performed 

Count on consistent, high-quality finishing. Our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility utilizes 
a multi-step professional finishing process. This meticulous process guarantees that finishes 
maintain a high degree of color and application accuracy from cabinet to cabinet, which  
means that your cabinets will look stunning.

Our cabinets and accessories feature water-based ultraviolet (UV) finishes. Water-based UV 
finishes emit low Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) and are environmentally responsible. 
Ultraviolet finishing uses light instead of heat for curing and the benefits include no 
environmental pollutants or solvents to evaporate, increased chemical resistance and durability. 

P O L A R  W H I T EP E B B L E  G R E YE S P R E S S O

*Application of stain products is slightly different



Product Depth & Breadth
Our comprehensive line of kitchen cabinets and accessories  
can accommodate almost any kitchen or bathroom layout.  
 
Personalize your cabinets with cabinet organizers,  
cabinet lighting, and knobs and pulls offered through  
NorthPoint Cabinetry’s sister brands.

9  
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CATALINA 
Premier Collection

More than modern .  
The Catalina door style features  
a full-overlay, Shaker style door 

and 5-piece drawer front . 

DOOR STYLES

MAUI 
Premier Collection

Sometimes the details make all  
the difference . The Maui door style 
features a full-overlay, transitional 

door and 5-piece drawer front  
with a twist of character .

Pebble GreyPebble Grey



HATTERAS 
Essentials Collection

Simple and sleek .  
The Hatteras door style features  

a partial-overlay, Shaker style  
door and slab drawer front . Catalina - Espresso

Maui - Pebble Grey

Hatteras - Polar White

Pebble Grey



PREMIER COLLECTION: CATALINA

C A T A L I N A  

P O L A R  W H I T E
F I N I S H

Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Pulls - Merrick Collection in Matte Black
                    Knobs - Sonoma Collection in Matte Black
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PREMIER COLLECTION: CATALINA

C A T A L I N A  

P E B B L E  G R E Y
F I N I S H

Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Katharine Collection in Brushed Pewter
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PREMIER COLLECTION: CATALINA

C A T A L I N A  

E S P R E S S O
F I N I S H
Wall cabinets shown  
in Catalina Polar White

Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Tiffany Collection in Satin Bronze
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PREMIER COLLECTION: MAUI

M A U I  

P O L A R  W H I T E
F I N I S H
Island cabinets shown  
in Maui Espresso

Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Knox Collection in Satin Nickel
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PREMIER COLLECTION: MAUI

M A U I  

P E B B L E  G R E Y
F I N I S H
Island cabinets shown  
in Maui Espresso

Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Boswell Collection in Matte Black
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PREMIER COLLECTION: MAUI

M A U I  

E S P R E S S O
F I N I S H
Island cabinets shown  
in Maui Polar White

Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Leyton Collection in Satin Nickel
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H A T T E R A S  

P O L A R  W H I T E
F I N I S H
Island cabinets shown  
in Hatteras Pebble Grey

ESSENTIALS COLLECTION: HATTERAS

Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Naples Collection in Brushed Gold
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H A T T E R A S  

P E B B L E  G R E Y
F I N I S H

ESSENTIALS COLLECTION: HATTERAS

Decorative Cabinet Hardware:  Shown in Matte Black
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ESSENTIALS COLLECTION: HATTERAS

Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Sutton Collection in Polished Chrome

H A T T E R A S  

E S P R E S S O
F I N I S H
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Versatile Vanity Cabinets

Our kitchen and vanity cabinets are made with the same dependable quality and construction.  
The vanity door styles and finishes match our kitchen cabinet collections, which allows you to 
thoughtfully coordinate your spaces, creating an intelligent design flow from kitchen to bathroom,  
or mix up the design styles and finishes from room to room if that best fits your design personality.

We offer many different vanity cabinet configurations allowing our cabinets to perfectly fit most 
bathroom spaces. Options like linen cabinets and combination vanities go the extra mile to make  
the bathroom space functional and beautiful.

Catalina Polar White Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Tahoe Collection in Matte Black
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Catalina Polar White Cabinets

Decorative Cabinet Hardware: 
Cordova in Satin Nickel



Maui Pebble Grey Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Shown in Satin Bronze 

Maui Espresso Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Bremen 2 in Gun Metal
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Cabinets for Any Space

The kitchen and bath are common spaces to install cabinetry. However, you can enhance 
your other spaces like the laundry room, mudroom, and entertainment areas with NorthPoint 
Cabinetry. Cabinetry makes those spaces more functional by providing additional storage or 
countertop work space.

Catalina Pebble Grey Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Marlo in Satin Nickel

Wine Bar
34  



Catalina Polar White Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware:  
Ella Collection in Brushed Oil  
Rubbed Bronze
Decorative Hooks:  
Emerald Backplate in  
Brushed Oil Rubbed Bronze

Mudroom

Catalina Pebble Grey Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware:  
Hudson Collection  
in Brushed Pewter

Laundry  
Room
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Catalina Polar White Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware:  
Wheeler Collection in Matte Black

Butler's Pantry



Catalina Pebble Grey Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Merrick Collection in Satin Nickel

Closet

Catalina Espresso Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware:  
Rae Collection in Satin Nickel

Entertainment
Center
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Personalize Your Space - Moulding

Batten Scribe Shoe Inside 
Corner

135° Outside 
Corner

90° Outside 
Corner

Quarter 
Round

Dentil Moulding Rope Moulding

Available in all finishes: 
Polar White, Pebble Grey & Espresso

LIGHT RAIL

Add the finishing touch to your cabinets with our broad selection of finished mouldings. Light rail 
moulding allows under cabinet task lighting to be neatly tucked out of sight, while our selection  
of crown mouldings, from cove to classic, adds a level of beauty and sophistication to the room. 
We offer many different types of decorative and utility mouldings in all finishes to accentuate and 
complete the space.

Available in all finishes: Polar White, Pebble Grey & Espresso

FINISH MOULDINGS



CMV8 CMV8

BLOCK

BLOCK

CMA8 CMC8
BLOCK

BLOCK

FO396

FO396

FO396

CONTEMPORARY C

CONTEMPORARY A CONTEMPORARY B

TRANSITIONAL

F396

2-1/2”3-1/4”

3-7/16” 5-11/16”

Angled Crown Moulding

Crown Moulding

Classic Crown Moulding

Cove Crown Moulding
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Personalize Your Space - Fillers & Panels

3/4" Thick Material

Available in all finishes: 
Polar White, Pebble Grey & Espresso

FLUTED FILLER

BEADBOARD 
PANELS

1/4" Thick Material

Available in all finishes: 
Polar White, Pebble Grey & Espresso

Create smooth transitions in cabinet layouts with fillers. We offer a variety of fluted and standard, 
overlay fillers to help complete the cabinets with style. Fillers and panels are available in all finishes. 
More options available. See our specification guide for complete offering.



Available in all finishes: 
Polar White, Pebble Grey & Espresso .

WALL, BASE & 
REFRIGERATOR
END PANELS

DECORATIVE  
END PANELS

Available in all finishes & door styles: 
Polar White, Pebble Grey & Espresso

We offer a variety of decorative and utility end panels in trending finishes that match our kitchen and 
vanity cabinets. Use decorative end panels to add style and character to your design. Utility panels, 
like refrigerator end panels, dishwasher end panels, and island back panels accommodate endless 
kitchen layouts. More options available. See our specification guide for complete offering.
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Available in all finishes: 
Polar White, Pebble Grey  
& Espresso

DECORATIVE 
LEGS

Personalize Your Space - Design Elements
Your cabinets should reflect your style. Our wide variety of decorative wood accessories add  
a touch of character to the cabinet design. Whether your ideal space is traditional, transitional  
or contemporary, we have the selection available to transform the space from “blah” to “ahhh!”  
More options available. See our specification guide for complete offering.

Available in all finishes: 
Polar White, Pebble Grey & Espresso

CORBELS



Available in all finishes: 
Polar White, Pebble Grey & Espresso

SCALLOPED OR 
ARCHED VALANCE

Available in all finishes: 
Polar White, Pebble Grey & Espresso

BUN & TAPERED FEET
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Personalize Your Space - Specialty Cabinets
Our wide selection of specialty cabinets expands the functionality to fit your lifestyle. Whether you 
need an elegant storage solution for your bottles of wine or want a space to display your trendy 
decorative plates, we have the solutions that work for you. More options available.  
See our specification guide for complete offering.

Wine Rack Plate Rack Microwave Wall Cabinet Microwave Base Cabinet

44  
Catalina Pebble Grey Cabinets 

Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Marlo in Satin Nickel



Available in all finishes & door styles: 
Polar White, Pebble Grey & Espresso

FARMHOUSE SINK
BASE CABINET

Available in all finishes: 
Polar White, Pebble Grey & Espresso

RANGE HOODS

Only available in the Premier collection  
door styles, Catalina & Maui

Available in all finishes: 
Polar White, Pebble Grey & Espresso

Cabinets come with matching interiors

GLASS DOOR CABINETS
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Add Function and Style to Your Cabinets
NorthPoint Cabinetry offers a truly unique cabinet buying experience by offering a vast range  
of high-quality cabinet accessories through its sister company, Hardware Resources. We have  
removed the hassle of having to bounce from company-to-company to complete your cabinet 
design. Whether you want to add LED cabinet lighting to bring your kitchen to life, or conquer 
clutter with our innovative organizers, you can find all the kitchen-elevating options available 
to you conveniently on one website, www.HardwareResources.com. 

Knobs & Pulls from  
Hardware Resources brands 
Jeffrey Alexander & Elements

Stainless Steel Sinks  
from Hardware Resources

For more information on sinks, 
scan the QR code or visit 
https://delivr.com/272ju

46  
Catalina Polar White Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Hadly Collection in Matte Black
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Storage with Style®
cabinet organizers from  
Hardware Resources

STORAGE with STYLE

LED Lighting & Power 
products from TaskLighting
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Mix & Match to Get Your Dream Kitchen
Maximize every inch of your new kitchen with organizers designed for easier access to  
hard-to-reach areas, de-cluttered drawers, and overall better functionality. 

1

2

Tray Dividers
Store pans, platters, trays and other long and wide items with tray dividers.  Chose from wood or metal offerings.

Fits in 12” wide cabinets or larger

1

Premium Wood Pantry Pullout
Bring your pantry to your fingertips with our beautiful wood pantry pullout that is built out of solid birch plywood  to 
match cabinet interiors. No more digging into the back of shelves to look for items or items expiring because they  
get lost in the back of the cabinet. 

Fits in 18” wide pantries

2

Catalina Pebble Grey Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Katharine Collection in Brushed Pewter



For more information  
on cabinet organizers, 
scan the QR code or visit 
https://delivr.com/272ju

Drawer Inserts
Tame drawer clutter with our selection of drawer organizers. From complete drawer solutions to drop-in inserts,  
these products will help organize everything from cutlery to cookware.

Fits in 18” and 24” wide drawers

4

Appliance Lift
Save your back and counter space with a soft-close appliance lift. This helpful product provides mechanical assistance  
for heavy appliances such as a stand mixer. 

Fits in 15” and 18” wide base cabinets (full height recommended) 

1

Rollout Drawers
Add convenience of a drawer to many base cabinets with our soft-close rollouts. Beautiful solid wood birch rollouts  
to match cabinet interiors. Can be added to cabinet bottom and/or shelf. 

Fits in 15” – 36” wide base cabinets

3

1

3

2
4

2 Wood Trash Can Pullout with Door Kit
Convert your cabinet into a waste and recycling center with a beautiful solid plywood soft-close trashcan.  
The cabinet door mounts directly to the unit for a clean, finished look.

Single 35 qt fits in 15” wide base cabinets; double 35 qt fits in 18” wide base cabinets;  
double 50 qt fits in 18” full height base cabinets

Catalina Pebble Grey Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Katharine Collection in Brushed Pewter
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Create an Organized & Efficient Kitchen

"No Wiggle" Utensil Pullout
Improve your counter sight lines by conveniently storing kitchen utensils in this pullout featuring premium  
soft-close undermount slides. 

Fits in 9” and 12” wide full height cabinets

2

"No Wiggle" Knife Pullout
Tuck away knives and clear your counters with this clever knife pullout. Integrated magnetic bar holds knives 
securely, without dulling the blade.

Fits in 9” and 12” wide full height cabinets

3

1 "No Wiggle" Base Pullout
Have full access and maximize your cabinet storage with our award-winning pullout featuring premium soft-close 
undermount slides and a patented design that eliminates side-to-side movement and sag commonly seen in other 
pullouts, ensuring your spices stay secure and always within reach. 

Fits in 9”, 12”, 15”, and 18” wide full height cabinets

1

2

3

"No Wiggle" Tray Divider Pullout
The smartest way to store baking trays and platters, this pullout is designed to store your bakeware all while being 
easily accessible. No more digging over head for the correct pan, this system allows you to pull all the items out and 
easily see your contents. 

Fits in 9” and 12” wide base cabinets 

4

4

Upgrade cabinet storage with our award-winning pullouts. Keep spices and other kitchen 
essentials secure and at your fingertips to make meal prep a breeze. 

Catalina Pebble Grey Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Katharine Collection in Brushed Pewter



1
3

2

3 Peg Board Inserts
Transform deep drawers from clutter collectors to fully functional organized space with a drop-in peg board insert. 
Great for storing dishes in drawers for easier access or for organizing plastic container chaos.

Fits in 30” and 36” wide drawers (can be trimmed for smaller tall drawers)

Wood Lazy Susan 
Optimize corner cabinets with a classic and beautiful wood lazy susan set. Chrome metal hubs add a stylish accent.

Fits in 24” wide diagonal wall or base corner cabinets

2

1 Cleaning Caddy
Take some of the chore out of cleaning by having all your supplies stored together in an easily portable basket that 
can be easily lifted out of the cabinet.

Fits in 15” wide and larger cabinets 

For more information  
on cabinet organizers, 
scan the QR code or visit 
https://delivr.com/272ju

Catalina Pebble Grey Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Katharine Collection in Brushed Pewter
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STORAGE with STYLE

Storage solutions that beautifully coordinate  
to create a harmonious kitchen design

Available in two designer finishes; Black Nickel and Polished Chrome 
Smooth, premium soft-close slides • Sleek, modern metal design

1
2

3
4

Drawer Base Pullout
Reduced height to fit under a drawer in a standard height base cabinet. Our stylish line of metal pullouts feature  
premium soft-close slides and our patented "No Wiggle" design that eliminates side-to-side movement and sag  
commonly seen in other pullouts. Removable grey acrylic liners keep items secure on the shelf and allow for easy 
cleaning. 

Fits in 12” wide base cabinets

2

Utensil Pullout
Improve your counter sight lines by conveniently storing kitchen utensils in this stylish pullout. Features premium  
soft-close slides and patented "No Wiggle” design eliminates side-to-side movement and sag commonly seen in  
other pullouts. Removable grey acrylic liners keep items secure on the shelf, hold the included four stainless steel 
utensil bins, and allow for easy cleaning.

Fits in 12” wide full height cabinets

3

Base Pullout
Maximize your cabinet storage with our stylish line of metal pullouts featuring premium soft-close slides and our 
patented "No Wiggle" design eliminates side-to-side movement and sag commonly seen in other pullouts. Removable 
grey acrylic liners keep items secure on the shelf and allow for easy cleaning. 

Fits in 9” and 12” wide full height cabinets

4

1 Trash Can Pullout
Tuck away trash cans in style with this modern, soft-close trashcan pullout that comes fully assembled as a sturdy, 
welded metal piece. A removable grey acrylic liner keeps trash cans secure on the bottom and allows for easy 
cleaning while keeping trash and other debris from falling to the cabinet bottom.

Single 35 qt fits in 15” wide base cabinets; double 35 qt fits in 18” wide base cabinets;  
double 50 qt fits in 18” full height base cabinets



Blind Corner Pullout

Take the fright out of blind corners by converting what can be  
hard-to-use space into fully functional and accessible storage.  
All four baskets pull out of the cabinet, allowing for maximum 
accessibility.  Soft-close slides and removable grey acrylic liners  
keep items secure on the shelf and allow for easy cleaning. 

Fits in 45" – 48” wide blind corner cabinets 

Pot & Lid Organizer Pullout

Keep your pans clatter-free with our hanging pan organizer. 
Designed to be mounted on the top of the cabinet so pans can 
hang down like a traditional hanging pot rack, except ours pulls  
out of the cabinet on soft-close slides. The double rails on the side 
of the pullout are fully customizable with an array of hooks and are 
adjustable along the rail so you can customize to your individual 
cookware needs. The center of the pullout holds the lids, so all 
cookware components stay together.

Fits in 24” – 27” wide base cabinets 

Pullout Basket System

Turn your cabinet shelves into pullout drawers with soft-close  
pullout baskets. Designed to be the ultimate customizable solution, 
you can add a basket to the bottom of the cabinet, or even stack 
multiple baskets. Great for adding easy access to base cabinets or 
pantry cabinets by stacking multiple units. Removable grey acrylic 
liners keep items secure on the shelf and allow for easy cleaning. 

Fits in 18”, 24”, 30” wide base cabinets and pantries 

For more information  
on cabinet organizers, 
scan the QR code or visit 
https://delivr.com/272ju
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Not Just for the Kitchen
An organized work station is just as important in the bathroom as it is for the kitchen.  
Getting ready for the day in an organized bathroom helps to eliminate stress and save time. 
These organizers will help transform any bathroom into your dream spa oasis.

1

2

3

Drawer Inserts
Our drawer inserts aren't just for the kitchen. Repurpose a cutlery organizer for makeup or personal grooming items or 
use a space drawer insert to keep nail polish organized.

Fits in 18” and 24” wide drawers

1

Towel Rack
Add a designated spot to hold hand towels hidden away in the cabinet with a door mountable towel rack.  
Tiered design allows for free air movement to help dry damp towels.

Fits in 18" wide cabinets or larger 

2

Rollout Drawers
Add convenience of a drawer to any cabinet with our soft-close rollouts. Beautiful solid wood birch rollouts to match 
cabinet interiors. Can be added to cabinet bottom and/or shelf. 

Available to fit 15” – 36” wide cabinets

3



Door Mounted Rack
A door mounted rack in a bathroom vanity can keep bottles of beauty products and cans of spray tidy.

Fits in 15” – 21” wide cabinets

4

For more information  
on cabinet organizers, 
scan the QR code or visit 
https://delivr.com/272ju

5 "No Wiggle" Vanity Pullout
Customize your bathroom storage with a vanity pullout featuring premium soft-close undermount slides. The unit's 
shortened height and depth is designed to fit into bathroom vanity cabinets. A modular design allows for the addition  
of an optional grooming organizer or acrylic tray divider.  

Fits in 12” wide vanity cabinets, requires a full height vanity base cabinet if using optional grooming insert 

5

4

5

Catalina Polar White Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Tahoe Collection in Matte Black



Knobs & Pulls

Add the perfect finishing touch to your NorthPoint Cabinets with Jeffrey Alexander and Elements 
cabinet knobs and pulls! We know every detail you choose plays a role in personalizing your space, 
really bringing it to life. Cabinet knobs and pulls often take center stage by adding the finishing touch 
on the perfect design. 

We watch trends, listen to our customers, and get inspired! Inspiration is found everywhere from 
fashion to architecture to jewelry, influencing our design team to create products that aid in expressing 
one's style in the home. There are over 100 different knob and pull collections to choose from,  
all offered in various sizes, finish options, and price points so that you can achieve that perfect look.

For more information on  
Knobs & Pulls, scan the QR code 
or visit https://delivr.com/2fk7w

Satin Nickel Pulls
Jeffrey Alexander Leyton Collection
Maui Espresso Cabinets



Matte Black Pulls
Jeffrey Alexander Wheeler Collection 
Catalina Polar White Cabinets

Satin Bronze Pulls
Elements Thatcher Collection  
Catalina Espresso Cabinets

Brushed Gold Pulls 
Elements Naples Collection
Hatteras Polar White Cabinets 57  
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Long Cabinet Pulls Look Best
Cabinet knobs and pulls come in a variety of sizes, styles and finishes.  
But which ones should you choose?  

You could decide to use all cabinet pulls. Or you may prefer the look of all cabinet knobs.  
Or you can mix knobs and pulls in your kitchen. Which one is right? They all are. All it comes 
down to is your personal preference.

To achieve a cohesive & finished look, select a pull that's proportional in size to the cabinet door or drawer.  
Shorter doors & drawers use shorter pulls; longer doors & drawers use longer pulls.

Best Look

Catalina Espresso Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Roman Collection in Satin Bronze



For more information on  
Relative Scale, scan the QR code  
or visit https://delivr.com/2fk7w

Good Look

Better Look

Catalina Espresso Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Roman Collection in Satin Bronze

Catalina Espresso Cabinets
Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Roman Collection in Satin Bronze



Add Lighting to Brighten Your Kitchen
Highlight the beauty of your home with our LED Lighting product lines – 
sempriaLED™, illumaLED™, and TandemLED™. Select between a variety of 
assembled fixtures, tape lighting, puck lights, or specialty lighting to set  
the mood in any room.

Customer Service: 800.445.6404  |  Design Services/Tech Support: 866.848.9094  |  www.TaskLighting.com60  

In Cabinet Lighting
Use lighting in glass-faced cabinets to accentuate decorative items on display or beautiful crystal and china.  
Adding in cabinet lighting can also make it easier to locate items tucked away deep in cabinets and give a nice  
wash of light throughout the cabinet.

2

Toe Kick Lighting
Add lighting under the toe kick to highlight beautiful flooring during the daytime. At night, keep floors safely  
illuminated with a gentle glow for midnight snacking.

3

1 Under Cabinet Lighting
Illuminate countertops with undercabinet lighting to enhance functional spaces, highlight beautiful backsplashes,  
or eliminate shadows created from cabinets. Whether it is used in the daytime or nighttime, under cabinet lighting 
creates ample illumination for everyday tasks such as meal prep and reading recipes.

1

2

3

Above Cabinet Lighting
Add depth and ambiance to your kitchen by highlighting the open space above cabinets to increase the aesthetic 
appeal and make the space feel larger. Highlight vaulted ceilings, collectible displays, or other architectural features 
with a splash of lighting.

4

4

Maui Pebble Grey Cabinets
Maui Espresso Island



BEFORE

AFTER

For more information on Task Lighting products,  
scan the QR code or visit https://delivr.com/2eqnz

Catalina Pebble Grey Cabinets

Catalina Pebble Grey Cabinets
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When installing lighting, it’s important to select an optimal white color (Kelvin) temperature 
that accentuates the beauty of the space. Pro tip: Using the same color temperature lighting 
throughout a room gives it a clean, even feel.

Select the Perfect White Color 
Temperature for Any Space

Warm White - 2700K

Soft White - 3000K

Cool White - 4000K

Daylight White - 5000K



Install TandemLED Lighting to experience full tuning control of 
the white color temperature, from Warm White to Daylight White 
and all shades of white in between. Set the lights to Daylight 
White while cleaning. Use Cool White while preparing a meal. 
Switch to Soft White while entertaining. Transition to Warm White 
in the evening to relax.

For more information on 
WAV & Tandem products,  
scan the QR code or visit 
https://delivr.com/2eqnz

Simplify Kelvin temperature even further by combining TandemLED 
with WAV Smart Control™. Choose from a wide variety of temperatures 
with your chosen Smart Home app, or just use your voice to ask for 
your favorite white color. "Alexa, set my kitchen lights to Cool White."

TM

Adjust the brightness of TandemLED Lighting at any point throughout the day to match the natural 
lighting outside. A routine can also be set up in a Smart Home system’s app to mimic the natural 
outdoor lighting throughout the day automatically.

2700K 3000K 4000K 5000K

Change color temperature to set a mood, enhance a work space

Or... TandemLED™ Lighting lets you 
easily change the white color any time!



Angle Power Strip fixtures place hidden power right where you need it 
and are the perfect alternative to standard outlets that disrupt the beauty 
of your glass, tile, or solid-surface backsplash or island.

Tucked away electrical power, 
plus switches to control lighting, 
garbage disposal

Customer Service: 800.445.6404  |  Design Services/Tech Support: 866.848.9094  |  www.TaskLighting.com

Tuck under the island countertop  
for easy hidden powerLighted Power Strip

Hide Unsightly Power Outlets
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Hatteras Polar White Cabinets 
Decorative Cabinet Hardware: Naples Collection in Brushed Gold

18" Black TR-USB Series 

18" Bronze TR-USB Series 

18" Satin Nickel TR-USB Series 

18" White TR-USB Series 

For more information on  
Angle Power Strip products,  
scan the QR code or visit  
https://delivr.com/2eqnz



PRESERVE THE BEAUTY OF THE BACKSPLASH & ISLAND 
WITH HIDDEN POWER

Island with typical power outlet

New Grey Kitchen

Island with Angle Power Strip



4319 Marlena Street, Bossier City, LA 71111

Connect with us on Social Media: CATCAB20-1     10/2020NorthPoint Cabinetry® is a trademark of Hardware Resources.

800.463.0660 
www.HardwareResources.com


